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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This document is intended to provide a description of the first prototype of the G-PM performance 
analysis tool designed and implemented according to Task 2.4. Its contents complies with the goals of 
the CrossGrid Annex 1 document.  
 The document is divided into nine sections. Sections 1 to 2 describe how this document is 
organized and introduce abbreviations, references. The main goal of this part of the document is to 
define the most important information which must be known to read the rest of the document. Section  
2 provides a list of the most important related documents, references to the source code, and the 
contact information. 

 Sections 3 to 9 are intended to present the implementation details of the first prototype. 
Section 3 analyses the related work done in other grid projects. Section 4 presents what new features 
are introduced by the Task to the current methodology of grid monitoring. Section 5 specifies the 
modules of the G-PM tool which have been implemented and compares the first prototype to the 
design document. Section 6 presents the principal features of the functionality of the tool as 
decomposed into modules. Section 7 comprises the main elements of the use mode of the tool: 
prerequisites to use the tool, installation procedure, a user’s guide, and the current state of interfaces 
provides by the tool. Section 8 provides a description of the main testing procedures and the mode the 
software was tested.  Section 9 comprises the main issues arose during the implementation and testing 
actions, which affect the functioning of the tool.  

 This document is a result of the implementation of the software design document, which is 
provided in the ‘Task 2.4.1 SDD – Interactive and semiautomatic performance evaluation tools’ 
constituting part of the CG D2.2 Deliverable.  
The contents of this document will serve as a basis for the refining and implementation of the  further 
prototypes of the G-PM tool.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. PURPOSE 
This document presents a description of the first version of the G-PM performance analysis tool, 
which has been derived from the design  specified in [3]. The document focuses on: 

- the principal functionality features of the first version of the tool, 
- the state-of-the-art of tool building for grid monitoring, 
- the contribution to the grid technology,  
- the changes introduced into the design elements, 
- the installation and running procedure, 
- the mode of the use of the graphical user interface of the G-PM tool, 
- the procedures of testing the tool’s correct functionality. 

Where appropriate, the UML notation [7] is used to specify classes and their interactions. 
The document serves two purposes: it records the principal functionality features as well as changes 
introduced into the design that resulted from implementation work done by the project partners, and it 
defines the main procedures to install, run and test the functionality of the tool. Section 5.3, which 
documents the use of the tool, is detailed. On the other hand, the implementation features of the 
individual components are described in a less detailed way, whenever their design has undergone 
remained unchanged  or minor changes. 

1.2. DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS 
 
G-PM  The CrossGrid performance analysis tool 
HLAC  High Level Analysis Component 
OCM-G  OMIS Compliant Monitoring system for the Grid 
OMIS   On-line Monitoring Interface Specification 
PMC   Performance Measurement Component 
UIVC   User Interface and Visualization Component 
UML  Unified Modelling Language 
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7th International Conference on High- Performance Computing and Networking (HPCN 99), 
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[17] F. Wolf and B. Mohr. Automatic Performance Analysis of MPI Applications Based on Event 
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2.1. SOURCE CODE 
The source-code of the first prototype of the G-PM tool is available as a source-code bundle of the 
name org.crossgrid.wp2.perf.gpm-0.1.tar.gz as specified in the section 5.2. The 
source code is located in the src subdirectory within the bundle and is arranged in the directory tree 
structure as follows: 

uivc – source and header files for the UIVC classes 
pmc – source and header files for the PMC classes 
hlac – source and header files for the HLAC classes 

      support – source and header files for the classes that are shared among the above modules: 
include – header files for the support classes 

measurement – header files for the measurement interface classes 
aux – header files for the auxiliary classes 

measurement – source code files for the measurement interface classes 
aux – source code for the auxiliary classes 

 
The codename for the first prototype of the G-PM tool is “G-PM 0.1”. 
 

2.2. CONTACT INFORMATION 
Contact information for partners responsible for the prototype and for technical staff: 
Wlodzimierz Funika  funika@uci.agh.edu.pl 
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3. STATE-OF-THE-ART  
Performance tools (evaluation, instrumentation, prediction and visualization) play an important role in 
supporting the user when developing/testing software. This situation is even more crucial in grid 
environments. Tuning the performance of codes in distributed memory systems is still a high time-
consuming task for the user. When programming such systems, the reasons for poor performance of 
parallel and distributed codes can be diverse and complex, and the user needs to be able to understand 
and eliminate performance problems in order to achieve required performance. These reasons 
necessitate to develop tools combining the methods of performance data collection, analysis, and 
visualization is needed to detect the effects of software and system decisions.  
Below we consider the place of the tool under discussion in the context of Grid technologies and tool 
construction.    

3.1. Overview of Task 2.4.1 goals 
Task 2.4.1 is aimed to develop a performance measurement tool, called G-PM, which consists of  three 
components: 
 (a) a performance measurement component (PMC), 
 (b) a component for high level analysis (HLAC),  
 (c) a user interface and visualization component UIVC.  
 
The PMC component will provide the functionality for basic performance measurements of both Grid 
applications and the Grid environment. The results of these basic measurements can be directly 
visualized by the visualization component. In addition, they can serve as an input to the high level 
analysis component and the performance prediction component. 
 
The HLAC component will support  an application and problem specific analysis of the performance 
data. On the one hand, it will allow to measure application specific performance metrics. On the other 
hand, it will provide a specification language which allows to combine and correlate different 
performance measurements in order to derive higher-level metrics. The objective of this approach is to 
provide more meaningful data to application developers. 
 
The UIVC component will allow to request performance measurements and will display the resulting 
performance information in various graphical ways.  
 

3.2. Performance Evaluation in other Grid projects 
The DataGrid project [9] also develops a simple performance analysis tool PROVE. However, the tool 
mainly shows a direct representation of event traces; there is only a very limited number of statistics 
that can be displayed. In addition, the underlying monitoring system GRM just collects traces, it is not 
able to perform a programmable, distributed evaluation of data, as the OCM-G does. Finally, 
GRM/PROVE do not offer an automatic instrumentation, rather the user must manually instrument the 
whole program. Although there are also application-specific events, the tool is not able to use them for 
further processing (i.e. computation of derived metrics). 
GridLab [10] implements on-line steering based on performance prediction.  However, the prediction 
is based on low level, infrastructure-related performance data (like CPU load, network speed, etc.). 
The monitoring system is only able to fetch and forward data, but does not support a programmable 
data processing.  GridLab also uses a different approach: the project requires that all Grid users and 
sites agree on a standard set of metrics, with a commonly agreed on semantics. This is rather 
restrictive. HLAC on the other hand allows each user to define metrics with the semantics he needs. 
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Performance analysis and monitoring is also done in the GrADS project [11], but with a rather 
different goal. GrADS develops a complete run-time system, where a special compiler creates a 
configurable program, which is then automatically reconfigured at run-time in order to meet 
predefined performance contracts. Thus, the performance analysis is tightly integrated with the 
compiler; it is not intended to provide feedback to the programmer. 
 

3.3. Functionality of grid-oriented performance tools  
 
The first aspect a tool is assessed by the user is its functionality and ease of use. From this point of 
view the user is interested in a combination of power of performance analysis of grid infrastructure 
with analysis of application at multiple abstraction levels, all through possibly the same graphical 
visualization scheme. Exsiting tools developed for support of grids, such as NetworkWeatherService 
of Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service, are limited to grid infrastructure. Another tool, the 
NetLogger-based GridMapper, combines the infrastructure information with limited event-based 
information from applications, but the visualization of the data is oriented towards geographical 
location of events. Thus, the tool is intended for control and monitoring of the state of the whole grid 
rather than for analyzing performance of single application. An ensemble of tools: SvPablo, Autopilot 
and Virtue, while combining both the infrastructure and application data, is designed rather with a 
non-specialist user in mind. 
Another feature of the tool is the mode performance data is gathered. Existing tools use either 
relational database (DataGrid’s R-GMA) or LDAP (Globus MDS), which can be then queried. In case 
of tools like NWS or MDS, the change of gathered information requires the change of configuration 
and cannot be done instantly. 
Paraver [12] and Pablo [13] are two of the very few tools that support a user-configurable data 
analysis. While Paraver uses a menu-driven approach, Pablo is based on graphical programming. 
However, in both cases only an off-line processing of trace data is supported. 
There are tools that support configurable metrics, but use them only to simplify the internal 
implementation. It is not possible for the user to specify own metrics, not only because there is no user 
interface for it, but mainly because the specifications are too low-level, i.e. too close to an 
implementation and thus way to complex for a normal user. An example is the Paradyn tool [14], 
which uses a metrics definition language called MDL [15] to define all the on-line metrics it allows to 
measure. In a similar spirit, but targeted at the off-line examination of trace files, the EXPERT 
performance analysis tool [17] supports configurable metrics by using a language named EARL [16]. 
High level specification languages have also been proposed for automatic bottleneck detection, where 
they are used to describe performance properties, which are similar, but not really identical to (user-
defined) metrics. The most prominent examples are ASL [18] and JavaPSL [19] (At the moment, ASL 
has not yet been implemented, JavaPSL is implemented only for off-line evaluation).  
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4. CONTRIBUTION TO GRID TECHNOLOGY   
There are only few Grid projects that include application-related performance analysis, i.e. tools that 
allow to monitor the behaviour of a running Grid application, rather than monitoring the behaviour of 
the Grid infrastructure. E.g. in the GGF, there is no working group or research group on this topic. 

The distinguished new features of G-PM and especially the HLAC are: 
• It supports on-line analysis, i.e. the performance can be evaluated while the program is 

running. This allows immediate correlation to user interactions and is a prerequisite for 
steering.  

• It supports both automatic and user-defined instrumentation. In addition, it enables the user 
to define new (possible application-specific) metrics, based on the existing metrics and the 
user-defined instrumentation. Such a feature has never before been implemented in an on-
line performance analysis tool. 

 
Let us consider the features of the tool in more details. 

4.1. G-PM AS A WHOLE 
The G-PM tool has several features that contribute to the current state of grid technology. First 

of all, it is an unique tool intended for computer scientists and programmers that combines 
performance analysis of grid infrastructure with analysis of application at multiple abstraction levels, 
in a unified way as to performance visualization techniques. 

As to the mode the performance data is gathered, the approach taken within G-PM, with the 
data being directly sent to the performance analysis and visualization tool, either in raw or aggregated 
form, is better suited for monitoring the performance of interactive applications. Also, the 
communication scheme allows for feedback information on which information should be measured or 
not, which is not possible in many existing tools.  

4.2. HLAC 
To our knowledge, no on-line performance analysis tool with user-definable metrics exist. 

While a lot of tools offer user-defined instrumentation, the metrics which can be measured using this 
instrumentation is fixed. This means that for each different kind of measurement, the application needs 
to be adapted again. The HLAC approach allows to re-use the existing instrumentation for different 
metrics. This allows e.g. to easily provide libraries that come with a set of meaningful metrics 
definitions for performance analysis of programs using these libraries.  
The work  on the high level specification language (PMSL) for automatic bottleneck detection carried 
out in Task 2.4 is a direct continuation of these activities rooted in the APART working group, which 
extends them towards a new usage area, and also towards an optimized, distributed on-line evaluation.   
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5. IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURE 
This section specifies the modules of the G-PM tool which have been implemented and compares the 
first prototype to the design document (see [3]). The current state of the hierarchy of classes is shown 
in  Figure 5.1.  

5.1. PMC 
The PMC module is implemented as specified in [3], Section 7.2. The following changes are 
introduced: 

1. The communication with OCM-G has been encapsulated into the class OCMCommunicator, 
which is an object-oriented wrapper for the C-language OCM-G interface. Also, some 
auxiliary classes to ease the communication have been introduced: OCMCallback class,  a 
general object-oriented replacement for a low-level callback function, and a class derived from 
OCMCallback, the OCMValueCallback class, which is a dedicated version of OCMCallback 
that is responsible for converting the raw OMIS data replies into a proper Value-class object 
passed to MeasurementCB class. 

2. In the interface between the FunctionMetrics and FunctionActiveMeasurement classes some 
minor changes were introduced in order to reflect the introduction of the OCMValueCallback 
class as a middle-tier step between the raw OMIS interface and the MeasurementCB class.  

3. Instead of TokenList, the STL hash maps were introduced in the interface between 
FunctionMetrics and FunctionActiveMeasurement as a mean to pass the binding between the 
appropriate AppObject representing the measurement object or partner object and the 
corresponding OCM-G storing object such as counter or integrator. 

5.2. HLAC 
As part of the first prototype for HLAC the following classes have been implemented: 
 
MeasurementSpec: 
 
The Object of this class will collect all the necessary elements to compute user defined and pre-
defined metrics from the User Interface ( like application objects, partner objects, time modes and so 
on). For this reason there are some set and get methods defined here.  One of the set methods is 
used to set metrics. In the case of HLAC this method sets the UDMetrics calls. The implementation of 
this class doesn't  differ from the one which was described in the design document (see [3]).  
 
UDMetrics: 
 
This is one of the derived classes from the Metrics class and used to be the base class of all the classes 
which deals with user defined metrics like UDSimpleHostActiveMeasurement and 
UDProbeHostActiveMeasurement. These two classes are implemented for the first prototype. There is 
also a list in this class which holds all the active measurements in HLAC. One of the inherited 
methods is the measure() method (See Section 4.1). This virtual method returns, depending on the 
parameter Specification, either UDSimpleHostActiveMeasurement or 
UDProbeHostActiveMeasurement object (See [3], Section 7.3.1). 
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Figure 5.1 Hierarchy of classes in the G-PM tool 
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UDSimpleHostActiveMeasurement: 
 
One of the constructors of this class accepts a measurement specification as parameter. This parameter 
is specially used to build the measurement specification of the child measurements, which are 
generated in this constructor. The generated child measurements will be kept in the list of active 
measurements, so that later when the read method of this class is called, the read method of all child 
measurement will be accessed. The number of child measurements is depending on the number of 
application objects as obtained from the get method of the involved measurement specification.  
Every call for the measuring of child measurement also results in the generation  of an active 
measurement of the relevant child measurements. The accumulating process of the active child 
measurements in the list of activeMeasurementList will also take place in this constructor. When the 
read method of this class is called, the user data, which is one of the parameters, will be saved. After 
setting the flag of this method on, which informs that the process of reading is started, the method for 
reading the child measurements namely  readChildMeasurements will be called. This method calls in 
turn all read  methods of child measurements with the parameter for flushing setting to false unless for 
the last active child measurement. For the last active child measurement this parameter should be true 
in order to get all the results. 
 
Each one of the active child measurement calls, using the callback technique, the method 
processMeasurementResults. This method is responsible to collect the incoming results which are lists  
of  values. After all the results are arrived and saved in a list called measurementValues, the  readDone 
virtual method will be called. As a result of calling this method one can obtain the results which are of 
interest and combine them. To combine those values the method combineValue() will use the function 
specified in the specification of this user defined measurement (See [3], Section 7.3.1.1). 
 
UDProbeHostActiveMeasurement: 
 
When the user defined measurement deals with probes, the result will be processed whenever a probe 
is executed. This class is concerned about such a kind of measurement, when they have to be 
processed on the host. Like the constructor for the UDSimpleHostActiveMeasurement class the 
constructor of this class uses also the measurement specification as parameter. Since this constructor is 
doing the same thing as the constructor of the UDSimpleHostActiveMeasurement, the constructor of 
this class will call the constructor of the UDSimpleHostActiveMeasurement (See above). 
In the running application when the function which deals with the start of  probe reached, then the 
method startProbeCallback will be called, which calls in turn the  method readChildMeasurements to 
collect the result of the active child measurements at this point of time. After combining those results 
like the class above the result will be saved. 
Again, when  running the application reached the probe function which deals with the end of the probe 
belongs to the above, then the  method endProbeCallback will be called. This method is the same as 
like the startProbeCallback,  except that at the end the method computeFinalValues  will be called. In 
the method computeFinalValues the result between those two probes will be processed. (See [3], 
Section 7.3.1.2) 
 
Beside the above classes there are a few auxiliary classes implemented for this modules (see [3], 
Section 4.1.2). The hierarchy of the auxiliary classes is shown in Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2 Auxiliary classes of the G-PM tool 

5.3. UIVC 
The implementation of the UIVC has been done accordingly to ([3], Section 7.4). The following major 
refinements have been introduced: 

1. The classes that are responsible in the design model for controlling and drawing of some 
window were split into two classes, the class responsible for low-level handling of the 
drawing and events using the GTK+ library and the classes responsible for higher-level 
control of the window. Only the latter classes communicate directly with the rest of the G-PM 
modules, such as the PMC or HLAC or the Measurements Interface. 

2. The class GPMMainWindowModel representing the whole application was introduced, as well 
as an accompanying low-level, GTK+ handling and drawing class GPMMainWindow.  

3. Two classes for representing the high- and low-level control of the Main Menu of the 
application, the MainMenuModel and MainMenu were also introduced, with their 
functionality stemming from the architecture of the Main Menu. 
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6. PROTOTYPE FUNCTIONALITY 
 
This section describes the prototype functionality of individual components the G-PM tool consists of. 

6.1. PMC 
The functionality of the PMC is as described in [3], Section 7.2.  The metrics currently supported by 
the G-PM tool include: 

1. Send volume 
2. Receive volume 
3. Send delay 
4. Receive delay 
5. Computing time 
6. Memory size 

The first prototype narrows this functionality in the following way: 
1. The option to restrict of the measurements to specific code locations, such as functions, is not 

available 
2. The use of files as measurements restriction objects is not allowed 
3. Only a single site is supported in the measurements 
4. A limited set of metrics as specified in [2], Section 2.6, p.5  is available. 

6.2. HLAC 
The prototype of the HLAC includes a first implementation of two different kinds of high-level 
performance metrics and associated measurements: 

1. For the first type of metrics, the measurement value is computed from the measurement values 
of arbitrary child-metrics, measured on different objects. 
While in the final version of the HLAC the child-metrics, the objects to be measured, and the 
computation itself can be freely configured by the user when defining the metrics, the first 
prototype imposes a couple of restrictions. They are best explained in the following way: 
Assume that there is a user defined metrics M as part of a MeasurementSpec object MS that is 
used to define a measurement (See [3], Section 7.1.2. for a description of MeasurementSpec). 
Then: 

- for each single object contained in the object list stored in MS one child measurement will 
be defined, 

- all child measurements will use the same metrics, 
- the child measurements will use the partners and regions specification in MS, 
- only the summary mode SINGLE_MEASUREMENT, the integration mode NORMAL, and 

the time mode REAL_TIME are allowed in MS, 
- there is only a small set of fixed functions (e.g. sum) that can be used to compute the 

measurement result from the results of the child measurements. 
The name of the metrics for the child measurements and the identifier for the function to 
compute the final result can be specified when the metrics is defined. Thus, e.g. a metrics “sum 
of the compute time of all the specified processes” can be specified. 
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2. The second type of metrics takes into account probes, i.e. application specific instrumentation. 
Again, in the first prototype the metrics are not fully configurable, but there are several 
restrictions. The possible metrics are basically the same as in case 1, except that now the 
measurement process is enabled with the execution of a first probe, and disabled again with the 
execution of a second probe. I.e. only the code executed between the two probes contributes to 
the measurement value. 

The names of the two probes can be specified when the metrics is defined. Thus, e.g. a metrics 
“sum of the compute time of all the specified processes in the computational phase bounded by 
probe1 and probe2” can be specified. 

In the first prototype, the evaluation of user defined metrics is always done on the host computer, i.e. 
in the G-PM process itself. In other words, only the classes UDSimpleHostActiveMeasurement and 
UDProbeHostActiveMeasurement described in the design document ([3], Section 7.3.1) are 
implemented. Figure 6.1 shows a sequence diagram for defining and reading a measurement based on 
a metrics of type 1, while Figure 7.7 in [3] shows a similar diagram for the metrics of type 2. 
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Figure 6.1 Sequence diagram for the metrics of type 1 

The result of this evaluation scheme is that the measurement process might be inefficient for a large 
number of compute nodes, since all the data is sent to a central location for evaluation. Furthermore, 
measurement results may show an inaccuracy of the order of the network latency, since (1) the results 
of the child measurements may refer to slightly different intervals in time, and (2) there is a delay 
between the occurrence of a probe event and its notification to the HLAC. These problems will be 
addressed by more sophisticated and optimised implementations in the next prototypes, in particular 
by making use of distributed evaluation. 

The implemented functionality of the first HLAC prototype is consistent with the work plans outlined 
in Annex I and the software requirements specification [2]. According to these work plans, the 
prototype should include few specialized examples of high-level performance properties (= metrics), 
with configurability to be added later.  

6.3. UIVC 
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The UIVC functionality is as described in chapter 7.3.1, and is consistent with the [3], Section 6.3. In 
the first prototype the functionality of the interface components has been narrowed as follows. 
 

1.  “Main dialog” window. 
- The double click functionality within the “Measurements” list widget is not 

implemented. 
- The double click functionality within the “Displays” list widget is not implemented. 

2. Main menu. 
- the following commands from the “File” menu are not implemented: “Load settings”, 

“Load measurements”, “Load displays”, “Load custom metrics” and “Save settings”. 
- The following commands from the “Measurements” menu are not 

implemented: “Change” and “Sort”. 
- All commands from the “Custom metrics” and “Help” submenus are not 

implemented. 
3. “Measurement definition” window. 

- Because of the lack of the support form the OCM-G first prototype following 
functionality is not available: 

selection of the measured site – “Add site” button in the “Objects” and “Partner 
objects” panels are disabled 

narrowing of the measured locations – “Locations” panel is disabled, 

files as the measured objects – “Add file” button is disabled, the “Choose file” list is 
disabled. 

- “Help” button is disabled. 
4. “Visualization definition” window. 

- “Help” button is disabled. 
5. “Bargraph” visualization window: 

- “Change measurement” button is disabled. 
- “Help” button is disabled. 

6. “Multicurve” visualization window: 
- “Strobe” button is disabled. 
- “Change measurement” button is disabled. 
- “Help” button is disabled. 

7. “Edit Custom Metrics” window 
- the window is not present in the first prototype due to the limitations of HLAC 

functionality 
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7. USER MANUAL 
This section is intended to explain how to install and use the prototype tool. Please refer to Section 4 
for a detailed description of the prototype functionality and its current limitations. 

7.1. DEPENDENCIES 
 
The G-PM tool in its first prototype version is intended to run on Linux workstation. The Linux 
system with kernel 2.2 or later is needed. The G-PM tools also requires the X-Windows windowing 
system and libraries and the GTK+ widget toolkit libraries in the version 1.2. Also, the GTK+Extra 
graph plotting library, version 0.99.17 is needed. 
The G-PM tool is based on the OCM-G tool. Thus, the first prototype OCM-G, as described in [4], is 
required, as well as all the tools and software components required by the OCM-G. 

7.2. INSTALLATION 
 
The G-PM analysis tool is distributed as a source-code bundle of the name 
org.crossgrid.wp2.perf.gpm-0.1.tar.gz. Therefore it has to be compiled before usage.  
The whole installation procedure can be summarized in the following steps: 

1. Make sure that the OCMROOT environment variable is set accordingly to OCM-G installation 
procedure as described in [4]. 

2. Extract the contents of the G-PM source-code bundle 
tar –zxvf  org.crossgrid.wp2.perf.gpm-0.1.tar.gz  

3. In the directory in which the source-code is located, issue the following commands to 
configure, compile and install the tool: 

./configure 

make 

make install 
Additional parameters for specifying the location of the libraries used can be passed to the 
configure command. These include the location of the GTK+ libraries and the GTK+Extra 
libraries. Also, the location of the executable, which defaults to /opt/edg/gpm following the 
Standard Operating Procedures, can be changed with the –prefix=PATH option. 
It should be noted that the most up-to-date installation information can be found in the README file 
in the source-code bundle main directory. 

7.3. RUNNING 
The prototype of the G-PM tool should be installed on the local workstation of the user as specified in 
the section 5.2. It is further assumed that the executable of the G-PM tool is on the path. In order to 
use the tool to monitor an application, the user has to issue a command: 
 gpm application-name GTK_PARAMETERS 

where the application-name string is the name of the application to be analysed as it is 
recognized by the OCM-G system (i.e. the name specified with the --ocmg-appname parameter, 
see [4], Section 5.2) and the GTK_PARAMETERS are the options passed to GTK+ 1.2 widget toolkit 
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library. It should be noted that proper configuration and starting of the OCM-G and the monitored 
application should precede the running of the G-PM tool. For more details see [4].  

7.3.1. General guidelines for use of G-PM 
The use of G-PM is heavily depends on the features of an application. However, some general 
recommendations may be given on the mode the tool can be used. Generally, the tool is used to drill 
the performance features from the general performance indices down to more detailed, with 
increasingly greater details and more specific parameter values. An example may be the investigation 
of communication features in an application, which is shown below. First, communication delay is 
measured, so we start with measurements of Send_delay and Receive_delay globally (i.e. an 
aggregate value for the whole application).  If the communication delay turned out to be too high, we 
need to: 

1. measure Send_volume /Receive_volume to find out whether delay is caused by large amounts 
of data being exchanged 

2. measure delay for the individual processes to find out the responsible processes. 
The further study of the application behavior is connected with correlating the performance values 
obtained and inferring the interdependencies between the performance indices. 
 

7.3.2. Graphical user interface 
 
Following is a description of the graphical user interface of the G-PM tool first prototype. As the tool 
functionality is still under development some parts of the below described interfaces are inactive. For a 
complete lists of the unavailable functionalities see chapter 6.2. 
 
The G-PM graphical users interface consists of the following parts: 

• the “Main Dialog” window, 
• the “Measurement Definition” window, 
• the “Visualization Definition” window, 
• the “Edit Custom Metric” window, 
• the “Bargraph” window, 
• the “Multicurve” window. 

 

7.3.2.1. The “Main Dialog” window 
 
The “Main Dialog” window, presented in Figure 7.1, is the top-level control panel for the G-PM tool. 
It consists of three parts. The first one is a menu bar. Its structure and functionality is described in 
chapter 7.3.2.2. Under the menu bar there are two lists: the first one of these contains the description 
of all measurements that are currently available in the G-PM whereas the second one contains all 
currently displayed visualization windows. The commands (from the menu) that are connected with 
measurements or visualization windows usually refer to the items selected in these lists. A double-
click on an item from the measurements list opens a “Visualization Definition” window for an 
appropriate measurement and a double-click on an item from the visualization windows list brings the 
appropriate visualization window up. 
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Figure 7.1    “Main Dialog” window of the G-PM tool 

7.3.2.2. The main menu 
 
The main menu of the G-PM tool, the main control centre for the application, consists of five 
submenus: 

• File  
• Measurements  
• Displays  
• Custom metrics  
• Help  

 
The File submenu contains the following commands associated with the handling of files: 

• Start program - wakes the threads of the application whose performance is measured 
• Load settings - loads settings, this is equivalent to successively loading custom metrics, 

measurements and displays 
• Load measurements - loads the contents of the list of measurements from the selected 

settings file 
• Load displays - loads the contents of the list of displays from the selected settings file 
• Load custom metrics - loads the list of the custom metrics loaded from the selected settings 

file and loads each metric 
• Save settings - saves the contents of the lists of measurements and displays and the list of 

loaded custom metrics in a settings file with a name chosen by the user 
• Exit - exits the G-PM tool, leaving the application running 

 
The Measurement submenu is associated with the measurements list and contains the commands that 
enable manipulating the list. The submenu contains the following commands: 
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• New - Opens a “Measurement Definition” window with default measurement settings for a 
user to create a new measurement  which is then appended to the measurements list 

• Change - Opens a “Measurement Definition” window with the setting defined by the 
measurement selected within the measurements list, thus allowing for modifying measurement 
from measurements list 

• Remove - Removes selected measurements from the measurements list 
• Move to Top - Moves selected measurements to the top of the measurements list 
• Sort - Sorts selected measurements within the measurements list. The sorting can be done 

according to one of the criteria below selected within a new submenu: 
• Alphabetical 
• Reverse 
• Node Names 
• Measurement Types 
• Communication Partner Objects 

 
The Display submenu is associated with the list of displays and contains the commands that enable  
manipulating the list. The submenu contains the following commands: 

• New Display - Opens a “Display Definition” window with the measurement from the 
measurements list as a basis for creating a display. The created display is appended to the 
visualizations list 

• Remove Displays - Removes the selected displays from the visualizations list 
• Start Displays - Starts the displays selected in the visualizations list  
• Stop Displays - Stops the displays selected in the visualizations list 
• Update Interval - Changes the update intervals of the displays selected in the 

visualizations list according to the ones selected from the submenu: 
o Half – divides the current values by 2 
o Double – multiplies the current values by 2 
o Set… – opens a window to enter a new update interval value 

• Raise Displays - Raises the displays selected in the visualizations list 
 
The “Custom metrics” submenu contains commands for the management of user-defined metrics. The 
submenu contains the following commands: 

• New custom metric - Opens an empty “Edit custom metric” window to create and edit the 
new user-defined metric specification 

• Edit custom metric - Opens a window to choose a custom metric from a list, then opens the 
“Edit custom metric” window to edit the metric specification 

• Load custom metric - Loads the specification of a user-defined metric from a selected file 
• Save custom metric - Open a window to choose a user-defined metric to save and enter the 

file name for the metric being saved 
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The “Help” submenu contains the commands that show information on the G-PM application as well 
as provide some guidance on using the application. 
 

7.3.2.3. The “Measurement Definition” window 
 
The “Measurement Definition” window is presented in Figure 5.2 enables the user to define a new 
measurement or to change parameters of an existing one. The window is displayed either when the 
user selects “New measurement…” command from the “Measurement” submenu of the Main Menu, 
or when the user clicks on “Change Measurement” in one of the “Visualization Windows” or 
“Change” in the “Measurement” submenu. In the former case, the default values are initially selected, 
while in the latter cases, the values that constitute the measurement being changed are initially 
selected. 
 

 

Figure 7.2      “Measurement definition” window 

 
The window is composed of four panels that specify different measurement aspects: “Metric”, 
“Objects, “Locations” and “Partner Objects”. After having selected all the desired parameters within 
those panels, the user can click “OK”, thus creating the new or updating the existing measurement or 
can click “Cancel” to dispose of the “Measurement Definition” window. 

7.3.2.3.1. “Metric” panel. 
The “Objects” panel enables the user to select a measurement metric from the metrics hierarchy. The 
panel is implemented using a typical “tree browser” widget in which metrics-submetrics relations are 
represented by levels in the tree. Below the “tree browser” widget there is a radio button which 
enables the user to choose the integration mode that specify whether measurement result is the 
currently measured value or the measured values integrated over time. 
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7.3.2.3.2. “Objects” panel. 
In the second panel, user may choose, within a pull-down list box, whether the metric should be 
measured for the whole application (the “Whole application” option), or just for a selected subset of 
sites, hosts, processes and files (the “Selected objects” option). Since the user may want to measure 
some metrics, e.g. the Grid infrastructure-related metrics, for sites or hosts on which the application is 
not being run, he or she is enabled to add a site or host with the “Add site” or “Add host” button. 
When the user selects a site, a list of all hosts in that site, on which the application is running, is 
displayed in the “hosts” list. The same mechanism applies to selecting a host and the list of application 
processes within selected host is displayed in “processes” list. In case of files, the user can add a file 
with the “Add file” button. The files added are displayed in the “Choose files” list for user selection. 
 
In case when the user chooses multiple objects, he or she is enabled to choose, with the “Aggregate 
results” check-box, the summary mode whose value specifies whether the measurement result should 
consist of one, aggregated value or of one value per each object. 

7.3.2.3.3. “Locations” panel. 
The “Locations” panel allows the user to set the location parameter of the metrics. The user, after 
having enabled the panel with the “Use locations” check-box, has an opportunity to narrow the 
measurement to the events that happen only within a set of modules or a set of functions. When the 
user selects a module, a list of functions used in that module is shown in the “Choose function” 
window. It should be noted that for some metrics the “Use locations” check-box is fixed in the not-
checked state. 
 
Again, in the case when the user chooses multiple locations, he or she is enabled to choose the 
summary mode, but in the case that the “Aggregated mode” check-box is not checked in either 
“Objects” panel or “Partner objects” panel, the “Aggregate results” check-box in the “Locations” 
panel is fixed in the checked state. 

7.3.2.3.4. “Partner Objects” panel. 
The fourth, “Partner objects” panel  is enabled with the “Use partner objects” check-box. If the metric 
chosen in the first panel is not a communication-type metric, the check-box is fixed in the not-checked 
state. If the check-box is checked, the user can choose a set of partner objects for the objects in the 
“Objects” panel. If some partner objects are chosen, within the communication-type metrics the values 
are measured only if the communication is between one of the objects and one of the partner objects. 
 
In case the user chooses multiple partner objects, he or she is allowed to select the summary mode, 
specifying whether to aggregate results into one value or return multiple values, one per each partner 
object, from the measurement. 
 
 

7.3.2.4. The “Visualization Definition” window 
 
The “Visualization Definition” window presented in Figure 7.3 enables the user to define an output 
window for a measurement. The window is displayed either when the user selects the “New Display” 
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command from the “Displays” submenu of the main menu, or when the user double-clicks on an item 
in the measurements list of the “Main Dialog” window. 
 
The “Visualization window” panel in the upper left corner of the window enables the user to select the 
type of the new display. This can be either the “Bargraph” window or the “MultiCurve” window. 
Below, there is a “Time Mode” panel that specify whether the measurement should be done in 
“real time” or the, probe associated, “virtual time”. It should be noticed that some combinations of 
“Summary mode” from the “Measurement Definition” window and “Time mode” from “Visualization 
Definition” window are not compatible with some display types. E.g. the combination of “time 
derivative” summary mode and “real time” time mode is not compatible with “Bargraph” display. The 
reason is that in most cases the value of the derivative would be changing too quickly for a “bargraph” 
display to be readable. In this case the relevant radio buttons in “Visualization Definition” window are 
disabled, thus preventing these combinations from being specified. 
 
The “Scale partition” panel on the right enables the user to specify the partition of the scale which can 
be either linear or logarithmic. The behaviour of the display when the measured values are out of scale 
can be specified in the “Scale Type” panel. With the variable scale each out of scale value causes the 
scale to be expanded accordingly whereas the fixed scale always preserves the initial boundaries that 
are specified in the “Scale Boundary” panel. The scale boundaries must be a proper floating-point 
numbers, with the upper boundary being greater than the lower. In addition, the logarithmic scale 
partition requires the boundaries to be greater than 1.0. 
 
The “Update interval” input box specifies how often the display will read the measured values. The 
specified value must be of the form: X, Xs, Xms, XsY, or XsYms, where the X and Y are the integer 
values, “s” means seconds and “ms” means milliseconds. 
 
After all parameters are specified the user can create a new visualization window by pressing “OK” 
button or leave without making any changes by pressing “Cancel” button. 
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Figure 7.3     “Visualization definition” window 

 

7.3.2.5. The “Edit custom metric” window 
 
The “Edit custom metric” presented in Figure 7.4 window enables the user to create a new or modify 
an existing user-defined metric. It is opened with one of two commands from the “Custom metrics” 
submenu: the “New custom metric” command and the “Edit custom metric” command.  
 

 

Figure 7.4    “Edit custom metric” window 

 
The user can enter or change the metric name in the “Metric name” field and the specification of the 
metric in the “Metric specification” field. Both of these fields are edit-type fields, allowing for typical 
text editing. In the case of editing some existing metric, the metric name cannot be changed. 
 
After completing the work, the user can activate the metric by pressing the “activate” button. The 
metric is then parsed, and if the specification does not contains errors, it becomes active. If this is not 
the case, the error message is displayed in the “Messages” field and the text in the “Metric 
specification” is placed upon the line with the error.  
 
The user can also save the metric to the selected file with the “Save” button or finish editing  without 
taking any action by clicking on the “Quit” button. 
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7.3.2.6. The “Bargraph” window 
 
The “Bargraph” window is presented in Figure 7.5 is one of the visualization windows. It shows a 
single  or several independent values in a form of horizontal bars of variable length. The length of a 
bar specifies the value of the measurement while the name of the measurement and the current value 
are displayed above the corresponding bar. 
 

 

Figure 7.5    “Bargraph” window 

 
Under the panel with the bar-graphs there are three panels. The first panel specifies the start and stop 
time of the display. Within the second panel, the user can specify, with the “Auto sort graphs” check-
box, whether the horizontal bars should be automatically sorted vertically, i.e. the bar with a lower 
measurement value should always be over any bars with higher measurement values. 
 
Within the third panel, the user can specify an own vertical sequence of bars. This can be done by 
clicking with a mouse on a bar in the graphs panel and then positioning it with the up and down arrows 
within the third panel. The bar selected can also be removed from the display with the “Remove” 
button. With help of the “Change measurement” button, the user can change the measurement 
definition of the measurement corresponding to the bar selected. This is done within the 
“Measurement Definition” window. 
 

7.3.2.7. The “MultiCurve” window 
 
The “MultiCurve” window shown in Figure 7.6 is one of the visualization windows. It displays 
multiple values simultaneously, against the time axis, as scrollable curves. Additionally, it enables the 
user to compute some aggregated values from the measured ones. 
 
The measured values are drawn as curves within the plot area, each having unique colour. At the 
bottom of the area there is a horizontal scrollbar that enables the user to fixate the display at the values 
from some previously measured time interval. The boundaries of currently displayed time interval are 
provided below the bottom axis of the plot. If the scrollbar is right-aligned the curves are 
automatically scrolled with the arrival of the measured values so that the display is up to date. 
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The descriptions of measured values are provided in the list located under the plot area. The items of 
this list are displayed in the colours corresponding to the colours of the curves. All the time exactly 
one of the measured values is selected, and highlighted within the list. Its description is displayed in 
the bar at the top of the window and its curve is displayed in red. 
 
It is possible to select an area within the curves display. Such an area is visualized as a pair of vertical, 
dashed lines which represent a time interval. The beginning of this interval can be specified by 
pressing a left mouse button in appropriate position in the display area. Similarly, the end can be 
specified by pressing the right mouse button. The exact positions of this borders are displayed in the 
text fields of the “Selected time interval” panel at the bottom of the window. The selected time interval 
is used to compute the aggregated value of the curve selected in the measured value list – e.g. this 
aggregate is computed in this interval only. The aggregated value is displayed in a bar plot on the right 
of curves plot area and the exact value is displayed in the text field above. The type of the computed 
aggregate is specified with the drop-down list button under the measured value list. The types of 
aggregates that can be computed are: 

• Mean value  the median of the specified period  
• Integral value  the integral of the specified period 
• Variance value  the variance of the specified period 
• Deviation value  the standard deviation of the specified period 
• Minimum value  the minimum value of the specified period 
• Maximum value  the maximum value of the specified period 

 
Below the measured values list there is a “Plot resolution” panel that shows the length of the time 
interval displayed within the curves plot and further, the “Measured Period” panel that provides the 
time interval for which measured values are available. 
 
The buttons on the bottom right of the window controls the curves plot. The purpose of each of them is 
explained below: 

• Zoom in  decrease the length of the time interval displayed within the curves 
plot 

• Zoom out  increase the length of the time interval displayed within the curves 
plot 

• Strobe  splits the curves plot into the number of separate plots each of which 
containing a single curve 

• Focus  starts or stops the automatic scrolling of the display area 
• Hide/Show  hide or show the curve corresponding to the measured value selected 

within the list. 
 
Finally at the bottom of the window there are three additional buttons: 

• Change measurement  changes the definition of the measurement associated with the selected 
curve 

• Help pops up a window with help information about the current 
visualization window. 
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• Quit closes the window 
 

 

Figure 7.6    “Multicurve” window 

7.4. INTERFACE DESCRIPTION 
The G-PM tool makes use of an internal interface, the measurement interface, which can also be used 
as an API for defining and reading performance measurements. The measurement interface is 
specified in detail in the design document [3] (its graphical representation is shown in Figure 7.7).  
During the implementation of G-PM, some minor changes have been introduced to this interface: 
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Figure 7.7 Overview of classes in the G-PM tool 
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Metrics: 
 
In this class there are methods which are used to describe what are going to be measured. Examples 
are objects, partners, regions and so on. There are some differences between the implementation of 
this class and the Design part of it in the M9 Deliverable 2.2 (see [3]). These distinctions are stated as 
follows: 

• There is a new static method called findMetrics(). This method takes one parameter which is a 
string to describe the name of this metrics and returns a pointer to this metrics. This source 
code of this Method looks like as follow:       
           
 static  Metrics findMetrics( string name)      
            
Using this method one can look for Metrics using its name.    
  

• The static method  getMetrics() which was explained in the previous Design document is 
severed in to two of the following static methods: 
getTopMetrics(): this method is used to list all of the top-level metrics which are known in the 
system and not    sub_metrics of other metrics  
getEditableMetrics():the return value of this method are metrics which are editable.  

 
ActiveMeasurement: 
 
The object of this abstract class represents the active measurements. Beside the methods (See [3], 
Section 7.1.3) start, stop and read there was a need to add a new method concerning the deleting of 
measurements. This method is called delete() and deletes not only the object, but also deletes the 
measurement in the target.  
Another new method, which is added after the design document is delivered, is the method 
getResultNames. This method returns a string which holds the summary mode. The summary mode 
specifies to which extent measurement values should be summarized for the different elements of 
objects, partners and regions lists (See [3], Section 7.1.3). 
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8. INTERNAL TESTS 
 

8.1. PMC 
The PMC first prototype testing protocol was designed to evaluate the behaviour of the G-PM tool 
under measuring values based on different metrics. The prototype supports a limited set of the metrics 
as listed in ([2] Section 2.6, p.5). For each one of them a dedicated application, that shows a 
predetermined performance behaviour in the context of the measured metric, has been created. This 
applications has been used to conduct the black-box testing of the PMC subsystem. 
 
During the black-box testing the following issues have been taken into account: 

- the correlation between real (known a priori) performance characteristics of the application 
and the characteristics observed with the G-PM tool, 

- the conformity of the tool behaviour in respect of already developed functionality with the 
([3], Section 6), 

- the stability of the G-PM tool regarding interactions with the user interface and during the 
performance measurement process, 

- the CPU load of the machine the G-PM tool is running under measurement involving 
processing of large amount of measured data. 

 
Additionally during the tests, all the communication between the OCM-G and the G-PM was logged 
and offline analysis was done. The following issue has been taken into account: 

- the use of correct OCM-G objects (e.g. counters or integrators) and commands for a specified 
metric, 

- the interoperability between the G-PM and the OCM-G with respect of possible deadlocks, 
and/or inefficiency within the implemented communication protocol. 

 
Since the first prototype is intended to run on a local cluster of workstations, all the tests were 
conducted on a local network, using a cluster of homogenous Linux workstations. 

8.2. HLAC 
The structure of G-PM allows to execute testing procedures that specifically test the working of the 
HLAC. Two different approaches have been used: 

1. Pure black box testing. In this case, G-PM is used to measure a user-defined metrics of a sample 
application. The performance data shown by G-PM is compared against either 

- performance data known a-priori. This is possible, since we can often manually analyse 
the sample application to determine e.g. the number of bytes exchanged between 
processes, or we can use sequential performance tools to determine the performance of 
single processes. In addition, we can create sample applications that show a 
predetermined performance behaviour. 

       In these cases, passing the test not only shows that the HLAC works correctly, but also 
PMC and UIVC do. 

- performance data obtained by measuring a (set of) standard metrics using G-PM. This is 
possible for user-defined metrics that do not use probes. For these metrics, the 
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measurement result is computed from the results of the child measurements. By 
comparing the results delivered by the HLAC with manually computed results, it is 
possible to specifically isolate errors in the HLAC. 

2. Grey box testing of G-PM, using debugging logs from the measurement interface and the OCM-
G interface. The debugging logs provide all information on the input to and output from the 
HLAC necessary for isolating errors in the HLAC. Using this approach it is possible to check 
whether 

- the HLAC defines the correct child measurements and requests the correct probes to be 
monitored, 

- the result computation done by the HLAC is correct. 
Among others, the HEP example application of Task 1.3 has been used for testing. This application 
has a repeating, deterministic communication pattern, which allows to determine many performance 
data a-priori. The repeating behaviour also allows an additional test strategy for user-defined metrics 
using probes: The application has been instrumented in such a way that the program phase bounded by 
the probes consists of every second iteration. Thus, on a sufficiently coarse time scale, the result of the 
user-defined metrics based on these probes must be exactly one half of the result of the same metrics 
ignoring the probes.   
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9. ISSUES 
 


